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Elections as a Distinct Sphere Under the First Amendment
Richard H. Pildes1
Published in Money, Politics, and the Constitution: Beyond Citizens United (M. Youn ed.
2011)

The strongest legal argument, in my view, for justifying regulations of election financing, such
as electioneering paid for out of a corporation’s or union’s general treasury funds, is the view that
elections should be considered a distinct sphere of political activity. Elections are distinct from the
more general arena of democratic debate, both because elections serve a specific set of purposes and
because those purposes can, arguably, be undermined or corrupted by actions such as the
willingness of candidates or officeholders trade their votes on issues for campaign contributions or
spending. Given this risk of corruption of the political judgment of officeholders, regulations of the
electoral sphere—including how elections are financed—might be constitutionally permissible that
would not otherwise be permissible outside the sphere of elections. This is the form of argument
that must be accepted to justify measures such as ceilings on campaign contributions, disclosure of
campaign spending, and limits on the role of corporate and union electioneering.
To begin to reveal the structure of this argument and to justify it, I want to start with a recent
U.S. Supreme Court decision. A few years back, in Arkansas Educational Television Commission v.
Forbes,1 the Court held that at least one phase of the electoral process, a candidate debate, is special
for First Amendment purposes. At issue was the decision of a state-owned television station to
exclude from the congressional candidate debate it was sponsoring an independent candidate who
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had qualified for the ballot; the station included only the Democratic and Republican candidates. In
essence, the case required the Court to decide whether state journalism was best characterized as the
state or as private journalism. In the Court’s view, the journalism categorization was more apt.2 As a
consequence of this characterization decision, the constraints of content and viewpoint neutrality
that might otherwise bind agencies of the state were held not to apply to a public television station.
Yet the Court went on to add an intriguing qualification. According to Forbes, candidate
debates play a special role in democratic politics.3 Therefore, the Court decided, state-sponsored
debates are subject to the requirement of viewpoint neutrality, even though the Court recognized
that other public television programming, including political programming, could be as viewpointskewed as the station’s management desired. The Court held that the First Amendment applied in
one way to general activities of the state, another way to activities of state-owned media, and yet
another way when state-owned media sponsored candidate debates as part of the electoral process.
My goal here is to explore the implications of the Court’s holding that the First Amendment
requires unique treatment of candidate debates because such debates play a special role in
democratic politics. More broadly, I want to explore a possible extension of this principle: Is it
possible that other aspects of electoral politics could also be the subject of special election-specific
First Amendment principles because of their special role in democracy? Even if the current Court
would not accept this extension of Forbes, is it nonetheless a consistent direction along which
constitutional oversight of politics might logically proceed?

The Rhetoric of Exceptionalism
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The position is one that Frederick Schauer and I have labeled “electoral exceptionalism.” According
to electoral exceptionalism, elections should be constitutionally understood as (relatively) bounded
domains of communicative activity. Because of the defined scope of this activity, it would be
possible to prescribe or apply First Amendment principles to electoral processes that do not
necessarily apply through the full reach of the First Amendment. If electoral exceptionalism
prevails, courts evaluating restrictions on speech that are part of the process of nominating and
electing candidates would employ a different standard from what we might otherwise characterize
as the normal, or baseline, degree of First Amendment scrutiny.
What Schauer and I call electoral exceptionalism surfaced in public debate and in First
Amendment literature in the 1990s. Typically, it has been the foundation for an argument against
Buckley v. Valeo.4 This contra-Buckley argument asserts that, even though the principle that one
may spend personal money to promote a cause is good First Amendment law in general, it does not
apply when one is not advocating particular ideas or issues but instead seeking to elect a candidate
to public office. Operationally, therefore, the most common version of electoral exceptionalism
would permit restrictions on communicative activity in the context of elections that would not be
permitted in other contexts.
Those with a penchant for oversimplification might say that electoral exceptionalism is an
argument for weaker First Amendment protection in the context of elections. I describe this as an
oversimplification, however, because in the context of arguments that campaign finance regulation
would increase voter and candidate participation, decrease the influence of money compared to
other sources of influence, or enhance voter confidence in democratic institutions, it is hardly clear
that the values underlying the First Amendment would be more supportive of speaker (or candidate)
immunity than they are of speaker (or candidate) participation. It is not self-evident that the values
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of democratic deliberation, collective self-determination, guarding against the abuse of power,
searching for truth, and even self-expression are better served by treating government intervention
as the unqualified enemy than by allowing the state a limited role in fostering the proliferation of
voices in the public sphere,5 or of increasing the importance of message and effort by decreasing the
importance of wealth. Although it is plainly true that a negative conception of the First Amendment
generally, and freedom of speech in particular, have held sway, both in the literature and in the case
law, over the past several decades, it may still be too early in the First Amendment day to assume
that the possibility of a positive conception of the First Amendment, and thus of a positive but
limited role for the state, have no claim to recognition as the legitimate carrier of the free speech
banner.
Moreover, although the position we label electoral exceptionalism would ordinarily be
associated with greater state intervention, and thus with what some commentators might
characterize as weaker First Amendment protection with respect to elections, electoral
exceptionalism could logically support the opposite result. Critics of campaign finance regulation
might argue that state restrictions on communicative activity in the electoral process are especially
risky, largely because the self-interest of potential governmental regulators would be greatest in
precisely this sphere.6 Consequently, this argument would continue, permissible restrictions in other
or more “normal” contexts should be impermissible in the electoral context; if anything, the First
Amendment ought to be even more absolute in this domain precisely because of its special
characteristics.7
In sum, concluding that elections constitute a distinct domain for First Amendment purposes
does not dictate what we would do within that domain. The primary goal of this essay is to explore
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the possibility of electoral exceptionalism, rather than to evaluate any particular laws or policies that
could be applied to elections as a result.

Competing Conceptions of Rights

That there is some “normal” or “standard” conception of what First Amendment doctrine does is
widely believed. This off-the-rack understanding of the doctrine, centrally informed by such icons
of the First Amendment tradition as Brandenburg v. Ohio,8 New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, New
York Times Co. v. United States9 (The Pentagon Papers case), Cohen v. California,10 and Texas v.
Johnson11 is thought to represent the essential form of First Amendment protection. Departures,
generally in the direction of less rather than more stringent protection, are routinely denigrated as
exceptions.12 We often hear the argument from the Supreme Court and others that these and other
cases establish something like a compelling interest standard for any regulation of speech,13 that the
compelling interest standard is practically unattainable,14 and thus that any proposal for regulation
of campaign-related speech or expenditures would be tantamount to carving out an exception from
the First Amendment.
This view tends to be associated with an individualist conception of the purposes of the First
Amendment. If the First Amendment protects rights intrinsic to essential attributes of individual
personhood, autonomy, or dignity, such as the right to self-expression, it is easy to see how one
might conclude that First Amendment “rights” should not depend in significant ways on the
particular contexts in which they are asserted.
That many might think the First Amendment should be understood in this way comes as no
surprise. Much of American constitutional law, not just the First Amendment, is cast in the
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language of protecting individual rights: rights to democratic participation, rights to equality, or
rights to freedom of belief. Indeed, the most influential metaphor for the way constitutional rights
are often thought to work is the imagery that legal philosopher Ronald Dworkin conjured up of
rights as “trumps.”15 Dworkin argued that rights protect individual interests by excluding
majoritarian preferences or judgments about the common good as a justification for limiting
rights.16 As Dworkin put it, “If someone has a right to something, then it is wrong for the
government to deny it to him even though it would be in the general interest to do so.”17 This
perspective is easily read to portray constitutional cases as entailing direct conflicts between
individualistic interests (in liberty, autonomy, personhood, or dignity) and majority judgments about
the common good—with constitutional rights trumping the latter to secure the former.18
There is, however, an alternative “structural conception of rights.”19 On this view, rights are a
means of realizing various common goods, rather than being protections for individualist interests
against collective judgments about those common goods. Rights do protect the interests of the rights
holders, but not only those interests; the protections that rights bestow are not justified because they
protect these individualistic interests, but because rights protect various spheres or domains from
governmental intrusion on the basis of constitutionally impermissible reasons. Rights are not
general trumps against appeals to the common good; instead, they are better understood as
channeling the kinds of reasons that government can invoke when it acts in certain areas.
In this structural conception, rights function as linguistic tools that the law invokes in the
pragmatic task of bringing certain issues before the courts for judicial resolution. Rights exclude
government action within certain contexts in order to preserve the normative integrity of various
domains, as constitutionally delineated. So, rights protect a certain conception of public education;20
they protect a certain conception of religion and the boundary between religion and the state;21 they
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protect a civil-service bureaucracy from the intrusions of partisan politics;22 they define the
appropriate structure of the sphere of democratic politics;23 and they protect other spheres from state
intrusion on the basis of impermissible purposes. Far from standing opposed to the pursuit of
various common goods, rights are the tool through which constitutional law creates and preserves
common goods, such as democratic education, politics, religion, public service, and other domains
that help realize various social values. In other words, rights help create a constitutional culture by
differentiating various domains from each other and precluding the state from acting on certain
reasons in some of these domains, even if those same reasons could properly form the basis for state
action in other domains.
This structural conception of rights is deeply rooted in the American idea of constitutionalism
itself. This idea did not begin with philosophical conceptions of the person and reason out from
there to rights. It was rooted in the experience of government, both English colonial administration
and state governments after the Revolution.24 American constitutional rights are better pictured, at
least in origin, as reasoning “in” from judgments about government to constitutional barriers erected
to avoid what past practice had made all too visible: the corrosive potential of government.25 Rights
were not designed to protect individuals in their atomistic interests in, for example, selfexpressiveness;26 rather, rights were designed to sustain a political culture in which “public
liberty”27 was enhanced by recognizing certain domains as relatively autonomous. This conception
meant defining certain domains as off-limits to state action that rested on particular, impermissible
purposes.28
Domains for First Amendment purposes are not empirical facts, nor brute conventions, that
require no further acts of legal interpretation. Instead, they are ongoing social practices, constituted
in part by past legal understandings, whose meaning consists of critical reflection on those practices
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on the basis of standards that are at least partly internal to the practice itself.29 Even when the claim
is that a new domain ought to be recognized under the First Amendment, that claim is likely to be
made on the basis of analogizing from existing legal understandings or from interpretations of the
practice as it currently exists.
The critique of the individualist account of First Amendment rights offered here is one of
existing practice that conceptualizes the First Amendment at too abstract a level of generality in
relation to the social and economic practices the First Amendment seeks to regulate and evaluate.
There is no general right of free speech.30 There is no one general value or interest that free speech
protects.31 There is no realm of action of undifferentiated liberty called freedom of speech. When
the Supreme Court, commentators, or participants in public discourse suggest otherwise, they are
reifying free speech into an overly abstract conception. First Amendment public discourse has
drifted toward too high a level of abstraction and generality—a level that cannot make sense of the
actual cases themselves. Actual First Amendment practice depends upon a considerably more
embedded understanding of speech, one that recognizes speech interests to be contingent upon the
specific social context.

Elections as Bounded Spheres

With respect to elections and regulation of campaign finance, then, the question is not whether such
regulation intrudes on some abstractly conceived individualistic interest in liberty or selfexpression. It is whether the domain of electoral politics should be recognized as a domain distinct,
for First Amendment purposes, from other domains, such as the general sphere of public discourse.
Elections are already highly structured spheres, including regulations that would be impermissible
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in the general domain of public discourse. There are limits on what voters are permitted to express
at the ballot box;32 mandatory disclosure obligations on the identity of political speakers;33 contentbased regulations of electoral speech, ranging from mundane constraints such as electioneering near
polling places34 to more dramatic ones, such as selective bans on contributions from some speakers
(for example, corporations35); and a series of other constraints.36 Moreover, elections are already
structured in many ways that could be conceived as impinging upon constitutional rights other than
those in the First Amendment. For example, what considerations justify requiring that voting be
viva voce, as in the late-eighteenth century, or by open balloting, as it was through much of the
nineteenth century, or by the secret balloting process that did not become widespread in America
until the late-nineteenth century? Any of these choices prefer some modes of electoral practices
over others on the basis of judgments about “better” forms of democracy. Are the rights of selfexpression, free speech, or the right to vote, violated by any of these choices? We do not stop to
consider that a serious question, though it could be. The justification of these structures is that they
promote a “fairer” mode of representation, that they enhance the deliberative quality of choosing
candidates and making policy, or that they improve the quality of voter decision-making. These are
precisely the kinds of justifications that would be offered for some types of campaign finance
reform.
The question of how to finance elections currently looms large as a unique problem in
constitutional theory partly because we have come to suppress awareness of many background
decisions previously made about other crucial elements of the electoral structure. In other words,
elections are already extensively regulated, state-structured processes; this structuring is designed to
achieve specific instrumental purposes. From a constitutional perspective, decisions about whether
to structure the financing of elections are not so obviously different from other decisions that are
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currently far less controversial about how to structure elections. The argument from electoral
exceptionalism would draw upon the understandings already embedded in the way elections are
legally constructed.
Arguments that the First Amendment should recognize a distinct set of principles to evaluate
speech regulations in the electoral context would draw upon the understandings already embedded
in the way elections are legally constructed. To the extent values of individual self-expression play
a role in the best constitutional understanding of various domains, they are one factor in the legal
analysis, but always in relation to the social values that are argued to constitute distinct institutional
domains.

The First Amendment as Unitary or as an Exception

In the First Amendment context, the argument that there is a general, “normal” conception of free
speech rights that applies the same way in nearly all contexts—an argument associated with the
individualist justification of constitutional rights—is long on rhetoric and short on substance. Even
if we accept the claim that money is speech,37 it does not follow that identifying a restriction as a
restriction of speech necessarily puts us within the domain of the First Amendment. Almost all the
law of contracts, warranties, labels, wills, deeds, trusts, fraud, and perjury, as well as much of
antitrust law, securities law, and consumer law, is accurately seen as a regulation of speech in the
literal sense of that word, yet exists without even a glimmer of First Amendment scrutiny. In most
of these instances, the claim that the First Amendment is even relevant would generate little more
than quizzical judicial disbelief.38 Once we see that the overwhelming proportion of speech is not
covered by the First Amendment, and the overwhelming proportion of speech regulation not
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touched by the First Amendment, we can see the rhetorical sleight-of-hand implicit in the standard
talk of “exceptions” to the First Amendment.39 In reality, the First Amendment itself might better be
seen as an exception to the prevailing principle that speech may be regulated in the normal course of
governmental business.
A more plausible but still unsound argument would recognize that, although the First
Amendment does not cover all speech, subdivision within what the First Amendment does cover
remains highly disfavored.40 The argument for a unitary First Amendment within its otherwise
circumscribed coverage appears to have a sound foundation in the modern American First
Amendment tradition and in much of American legal theory generally.41 Indeed, this argument
could be put in a particularly strong form when applied to campaign finance regulation. This is
political speech—the paradigm case for the First Amendment,42 so the argument goes, and at least
with respect to political speech we should not go down the road of subdividing types of
communicative activity.43
Yet, even here the argument against exceptionalism is fragile. For even with respect to political
speech, the degree of that protection is more institution-dependent than many recognize. There is
one form of protection for political speech on government property,44 another for political speech on
the broadcast media,45 another for political speech in the public schools,46 another for political
speech by government employees,47 and so on. What this suggests, therefore, is that the idea of a
standard, normal, or off-the-rack conception of even political speech is an egregious
oversimplification. Rather, the context of elections, like the contexts of billboards,48 posters,49 signs
in windows,50 schools,51 colleges,52 government employment,53 polling places,54 and so on, is just
one of numerous settings in which political speech occurs. All regulations of political speech thus
already are measured by domain-specific, institution-specific, sometimes media-specific, and
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generally context-specific First Amendment principles—rather than some undifferentiated,
“general” First Amendment rule.
Instead, the argument against electoral exceptionalism must rely on the normative view that
elections ought not to be treated differently from the larger and election-independent domains of
First Amendment protected communication. Thus, it might be argued, as the Supreme Court
assumed in Buckley itself and numerous other cases,55 that the form of advocacy that urges the
election of one candidate over another is indistinguishable in First Amendment terms from the form
of advocacy that advocates the round-earth over the flat-earth position, flat taxation over
progressive taxation, pro-choice over pro-life, or socialism over social Darwinism.
The question, then, is whether some degree of government regulation in the service of
enhancing the electoral process, based on the diverse justifications that have been offered for doing
so, ought to be permissible. More particularly, the question is whether regulation should be
permissible to remedy various perceived pathologies of current electoral discourse, even if that
same degree of government intervention would be impermissible to remedy the parallel pathologies
of non-electoral discourse in roughly comparable situations. Even more specifically, the question is
whether such regulation ought to be permissible against the perceived distortions resulting from the
undue influence of wealth, even if doing so would leave an imbalance in other sources of political
influence. Accepting that position would require accepting the idea that elections can be
demarcated, for First Amendment purposes, from the general domain of public discourse. This is
both a normative question in First Amendment theory and a functional question of whether any
regulatory approach can enforce this boundary with sufficient integrity.
Oddly, the Court in Buckley never confronted this issue in either of these terms.56 There had
been little academic development or sustained public debate of the First Amendment perspectives
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surrounding regulation of elections at the moment of the Court’s momentous and baptismal
engagement with these issues in Buckley. Thus, the Court assessed the Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1974 by assimilating general principles of First Amendment adjudication that apply in the
broad domain of public discourse without considering in any depth whether the kind of domainspecific analysis it applies in other areas of speech—including political speech—should apply to
regulation of election-related spending.

Congress and the Court on Electoral Exceptionalism

In the Bipartisan Campaign Finance Reform Act of 2002 (BCRA), colloquially known as the
McCain-Feingold Law, Congress essentially endorsed the concept of electoral exceptionalism. Title
II of the act barred corporations and unions from using general treasury funds for broadcast
communications that, in Congress’s judgment, were intended to, or had the effect of, influencing the
outcome of federal elections. More specifically, Congress defined a specific window of time it
treated as, in effect, “the election period,” and then adopted special rules for corporate and union
electioneering that applied only during that period. Thus, Congress defined as an “electioneering
communication” any “broadcast, cable, or satellite communication” that

(I) refers to a clearly identified candidate for Federal office; (II) is made within—(aa)
60 days before a general, special, or runoff election for the office sought by the
candidate; or (bb) 30 days before a primary or preference election, or a convention or
caucus of a political party that has authority to nominate a candidate, for the office
sought by the candidate; and (III) in the case of a communication which refers to a
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candidate other than President or Vice President, is targeted to the relevant
electorate.57

Corporate or union general treasury fund spending on these ads, in this period, was prohibited.
Although Congress did not use the language of electoral exceptionalism, it clearly acted on the
basis of the principles and understandings that inform the concept of electoral exceptionalism.
Congress created a bright-line rule that defined a unique period of time as the election period. Such
a period is a familiar concept in English and European democracies.58 In many of these systems,
elections do not take place at previously established times; instead, the government in power calls
for an election at a specified date in the future. At times, only a month transpires between the
calling of the election and the election itself. During this election period, the processes of electoral
competition are highly regulated. Candidates, for example, might have access to a certain amount of
state-specified free media time, but not to additional access.
The United States has no natural election period, in a comparable sense, because it is known
years in advance that the next election will take place on a specific date in the future. Nonetheless,
Congress identified unique considerations that justified, in Congress’s judgment, unique treatment
of corporate and union electioneering in a period of time close to the actual election. Congress did
not seek to ban or regulate corporate and union general treasury spending on political matters in
general, or even with respect to candidates or potential candidates for office outside the sixty-day
window (for general elections) and the thirty-day window (for primary elections).59 Instead,
Congress defined an election period and concluded that special considerations justified unique
regulatory restrictions on corporate and union spending during that period. In particular, Congress
concluded that such spending in the election period generated unique risks of corruption (or
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perhaps, the appearance of corruption) of those who would wield public power; as a result, unique
restrictions on spending during the electoral period were appropriate and, in Congress’s view,
consistent with the First Amendment. This is precisely the set of understandings reflected in the
idea of electoral exceptionalism.
The Court too—initially—accepted and endorsed this notion of electoral exceptionalism. In
McConnell v. Federal Election Commission,60 the Court upheld the constitutionality of these
provisions in BCRA. Although the Court did not directly use the language of electoral
exceptionalism, the Court upheld the ban on corporate and union electioneering on precisely the
understandings and principles that underlie the concept of legitimately distinct First Amendment
understandings properly applying to the distinct spheres of elections. The Court held that a
“compelling governmental interest” justified regulations of speech in the electoral sphere that would
not be justified if the regulations applied to speech outside the electoral sphere.61 Among the
justifications that made for a compelling interest in regulating corporate and union electioneering
communications were preserving the integrity of the electoral process, preventing corruption, and
preserving confidence of citizens in government.62 The Court did not develop these principles at
great length, which might not be surprising, given the overall massive length of the McConnell
opinions. But there is no question that in McConnell the willingness to recognize that First
Amendment principles could properly be applied and understood differently in the context of
elections than in the context of more general public debate rested on the Court’s willingness to
endorse, in essence, the concept of electoral exceptionalism.
In Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission,63 however, the Court overturned this portion
of McConnell (as well as part of the Court’s earlier decision in Austin v. Michigan Chamber of
Commerce64). In doing so, the Citizens United Court necessarily rejected the concept of electoral
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exceptionalism. Moreover, the Court came closer to engaging directly with that concept than it had
in any of its previous cases, perhaps in part because the idea of electoral exceptionalism, endorsed
in both BCRA and McConnell, had become a more explicitly recognized one by the time of Citizens
United. Thus, the Court felt obligated to recognize that it had previously endorsed the principle that
the First Amendment applied differently in a number of specific institutional contexts than it did in
the general sphere of public debate. Citing the kinds of decisions discussed throughout this article,
the Court acknowledged that it had applied the First Amendment differently in the context of public
schools, prisons, the military, and the civil service. The Court recognized that otherwise
impermissible speech restrictions could be justified when the government had a sufficiently strong
“interest in allowing governmental entities to perform their functions.” But the Court then rejected
the argument that this same principle applied in what we might consider the distinct sphere of
elections. The Court concluded that corporate electioneering “would not interfere with
governmental functions”; it held that these other cases stood only for the principle that when
government “cannot operate” without some restrictions on particular kinds of speech, then those
restrictions are permissible. Thus, the Court directly rejected the idea of electoral exceptionalism
and, in doing so, held unconstitutional BCRA’s ban on corporate and union electioneering.
The argument for electoral exceptionalism, of course, has the same form as the argument for the
speech restrictions that the Court has permitted in the other institutional contexts the Court
identified. While Citizens United stated that the government simply could not operate in these other
spheres without the speech restrictions, this is an overstatement. More accurately put, the Court had
concluded that these other institutional environments would function better—would better serve the
purposes for which we create these institutional structures, such as schools, prisons, the civil
service, and the like—if the relevant speech restrictions were permitted. That is the same form of
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argument made for electoral exceptionalism: elections would better serve the purposes for which
they exist if certain kinds of restrictions, such as those on corporate and union electioneering, were
permitted. Elections are designed to empower a government that is generally accepted as legitimate
and is motivated to act for the common good. If corporate and union electioneering undermine those
purposes, is banning that electioneering justified in light of the accepted aims of elections? To take
an extreme example, if so many citizens lost confidence in government, because they believed their
votes made no difference and officeholders were effectively bought by massive corporate and union
electioneering spending, that voter turnout dropped to 25 percent, would regulation of such
electioneering then be justified in order to preserve the purpose of elections—including the purpose
of enabling a government that was generally perceived to be legitimate?
Thus, the idea of electoral exceptionalism was accepted by a 5–4 Court in McConnell, then
rejected by a 5–4 Court in Citizens United. But even if Citizens United remains stable law, the idea
of electoral exceptionalism is not going away, for many of the proposed responses to Citizens
United continue to be based on this idea. In Congress, the major response to date, the Disclose
Act,65 was an effort to require full disclosure of the sources of funding for corporate electioneering
communications. But Congress did not seek to require disclosure of these sources for all corporate
political spending; Congress limited the proposed law to spending in the electoral sphere, where
candidate elections are involved.66 Similarly, some have proposed a constitutional amendment to
overturn the result in Citizens United. But some of these proposals, such as that put forward by
scholar and political activist Lawrence Lessig, do not seek to regulate all corporate spending on
political speech.67 Instead, they limit their reach to spending in the sixty days before an election.
Thus, the idea that elections themselves implicate distinct concerns, and should be regulated
differently than the general sphere of public debate, persists even after Citizens United.
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Finally, for reformers who seek to limit the influence of corporate or union money on
government, there are only four directions the legal argument to justify limits like those in BCRA
can take. Yet, each of the available alternatives has much more sweeping implications than the
electoral exceptionalism argument. First, one can argue that corporations should not have First
Amendment rights at all. Second, one can argue that “money is not speech,” or more precisely, that
the spending of money to communicate political ideas is not the kind of activity to which the First
Amendment ought to apply. Third, one could argue, as Ronald Dworkin has, that political equality
supports the principle that government can act to ensure that differential levels of wealth are not
translated into differential levels of political influence.68 But each of these arguments would require
a far more dramatic transformation in First Amendment understandings than electoral
exceptionalism; moreover each of these arguments would have significantly broader implications
for speech outside of the electoral context. The argument from electoral exceptionalism is thus the
narrowest argument that can be made to support regulations of corporate and/or union spending in
the specific and limited context of elections.

Electoral Exceptionalism Revisited

That American free speech doctrine is unique is not controversial. Even after decades of American
influence on the development of free speech principles throughout the world, no country has come
close to following the American model to the full extent of its free speech libertarianism. Nations
that few would be inclined to brand as totalitarian today—Canada, New Zealand, Germany, France,
and contemporary South Africa, to name just a few—have free speech and free press principles less
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speaker-protective on important issues than those in the United States. In the libertarian extent to
which it immunizes speakers and speeches from state regulation, the United States stands alone.
Americans debate whether this state of affairs is to be applauded or condemned, but there is
little likelihood it will change. As long as American free speech doctrine and culture remain so
intolerant of the regulation of speech, attempts to permit the regulation of electoral speech must
confront the question of whether a distinct domain of electoral speech can be distinguished from the
broader domain of public discourse.69 If not, regulation of electoral speech would be
constitutionally doomed even if Buckley were no longer the law. But if electoral speech can be seen
as a relatively distinct domain, then it would be intellectually plausible to press for its regulation
with less threat to the uniqueness of American free speech culture. The justification of a separate
domain for electoral speech is thus a necessary task for any potential regulator of campaign speech
who recognizes the futility of wholesale changes in the American approach to freedom of speech
and freedom of the press.
As I have argued here, justifying this special domain seems to me a less daunting task than it has
to many others. First Amendment doctrine is not a monolith to which the separate treatment of
electoral speech would be a dangerous exception. Rather, recognition of the multifariousness of
speech and of the multifariousness of the regulatory environments in which it exists points the way
to seeing that developing distinct principles for electoral speech would not be appreciably different
from the structure of existing First Amendment doctrine. If there are arguments against electoral
exceptionalism, they cannot be arguments against exceptionalism per se, because exceptionalism in
the First Amendment is the rule and not the exception.
The task here has thus been narrow but necessary. I have not undertaken the task of asking
whether any particular regulation of campaign finance would be a good idea. But if such regulation
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would be desirable as a policy matter, its permissibility would depend on the ability to develop First
Amendment principles permitting such regulation while still prohibiting regulations that some
would see as somewhat similar in non-electoral environments. Even this narrower agenda was not
the project here, for the positive case for election-specific principles would again require recourse to
numerous institutional and empirical features of campaigns and elections that I have not taken up in
this context.
Yet even if I have avoided the issue of the desirability of campaign finance reform as a policy
question, and avoided the issue of the positive case for election-specific First Amendment
principles, I have confronted directly the primary impediment to both of those tasks: the argument
that election-specific First Amendment principles are inconsistent with essential features of the First
Amendment itself. Most forms of regulating our privately financed electoral system ultimately rest,
explicitly or implicitly, on the argument that certain threats to democracy arise in unique form in the
electoral sphere—particularly the risk that the judgment of candidates and officeholders will be
corrupted by the role of money in their attainment and maintenance of office—and that these risks
justify regulation of the electoral sphere that would not be permitted in the more general sphere of
public debate over issues and policy. Because that idea is central to any regulatory effort in this
area, I have tried to draw that idea out clearly and show the kind of justifications on which it rests.
None of the argument is meant to endorse any specific form of regulation. But acceptance of the
idea of electoral exceptionalism is a necessary predicate to most forms of regulation of election
financing.
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